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Abstract
In the architecture field, structural shape optimization is needed to obtain form with mechanical rationality, and any of
the multiple forms obtained by structural optimization can possibly support ideas of designer. Structural shape
optimization has the heuristic optimization procedures such as genetic algorithm (GA) and swarm intelligence (SI) in one
of the typical solution search techniques. GA is a scheme based on the mechanism of biological evolution. SI is a scheme
that uses patterns found in self-organizing phenomena observed in nature. The well-known SI techniques include the
particle swarm optimization (PSO), which is based on group behavior of birds and fish [1], and the artificial bee colony
(ABC), which is based on the foraging behavior of a honeybee swarm [2], and are applied to a lot of structural
optimization. A lot of SI including PSO and ABC attain a global optimal solution, and diversity on the design variable
space of those solutions is low. The firefly algorithm (FA) was developed recently as the optimization computational
scheme using a firefly’s ecology [3]. FA can attain both a global optimal solution and local optimal solutions by setting
suitable computational parameters. However, the method for setting these parameters is comparatively difficult because
the objective function space differs depending on the optimization problem [4]. In order to simplify the setting of these
parameters in FA, we implement the computational scheme where the distance between two fireflies in the design
variable space is dimensionless.
In this study, FA is applied to the structural shape optimization of a free-form surface shell. The solution forms that are
obtained by FA are compared with those obtained by PSO, ABC and differential evolution (DE) [5]. DE is an
evolutionary computational scheme, and performs solution search manner in similar to GA. The forms-1-3 and forms-4-6
that obtained by FA show solution forms that obtained by the total strain and bending strain energy minimization of a
free-form surface shell structure, respectively. These solutions are applied to the local search [6] as an initial solution form,
and it is indicated that the solution obtained by FA is extremal solution of a high estimation. In this paper, the
effectiveness and the validity of FA for structural shape optimization are indicated through these numerical results.
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